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Summary
Ozartrade will work with decentralized platforms where students and investors will join,
with teaching plans and a trading system that will operate within the markets through
various financial Brokers.
Under an ecosystem of its own economy, through the use of the OZAR token, it will be
managed a controlled risk arrangement, where Ozartrade will be guarantor in the real
trading operations that are carried out, in this way we will reduce the trading risk to zero.
For this, we have alliances in different brokers that are qualified, regulated, certified, and
specialized in market operations, thus providing the best security for the participants.
On the other hand, teaching will be done using DEMO platforms through the use of virtual
money, where according to the result; students can have the possibility of real gains.
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Why an ICO?

We need to create a solid ecosystem, which is guarantor of trading operations, and
for this, we seek a minimum collection, since the basis of the Ozartrade project is a
counterpart of value as a guarantee. With this we can provide solvency and face the bad
trades, which we are aware we will have.
In the world, there is no trading system that performs all operations with positive income;
therefore, we put together a financial coverage engineering based on risk management
and not on a trading program or system.
Working on Blockchain and offering an ICO is essential to achieve the objectives we set
and thus have a good performance with good results.
Considering the safety of our followers, nothing is better than the transparency provided
by Smart contracts.
Carrying out an ICO puts us in the propitious scenario to work with total transparency
within Blockchain so that users can fully trust our job.
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Context
Since ancient times, man has had the need to exchange goods and services.
As the society progressed, the need for expansion evolved these exchanges and, at the
same time, it was putting together what we know as the Market, also giving place to the
Financial Exchange Market, a place where financial instruments are exchanged.
The Financial Market, as well as the Industry, was occupying an increasingly important
place in the development of humanity. Today is the place where you buy and sell any
financial asset that has a price quote.
The globalization, the democratization of the markets, the diffusion, the proliferation of
talks, seminars, courses, strategies, seductive returns in investment portfolios, the high
volatility that is handled and the search of coverage or financial speculation among other
things; it has attracted the attention of many people who want to intervene in them in
search of profit.
In the world that we live and, due to the great opening of diffusion on the internet, every
day more people enter the financial world, being ¨trading¨ one of the most used systems
by the majority.
Within trading, there is a very strong growth in the use of automated systems with
different strategies, using different analysis and tracking patterns.
These systems are attracting more and more followers. Nowadays, new generations have
at their disposal ultra-fast methods for opening personal accounts in different brokers,
where they are granted access to platforms to operate hundreds of instruments from
around the world.
Blockchain and its pioneer currency, Bitcoin, opened another door almost unthinkable, a
financial market of crypto-currencies, where thousands of people interact in different
specialized brokers in search of profitability.
Therefore, the interest to perform trading in search of profitability is increasing, while at
the same time, more instruments are added to this demand.
In this context, we base ourselves to offer operators, as well as those who want to learn
how to operate, something alternative, incorporating an unprecedented added value,
Ozartrade wants to intervene in trading, and for this we think of an ecosystem using
Blockchain.
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Difficulties
a) Main problems
a.1) Loss of money
According to data collected worldwide, between 80% and 90% of people who invest or
speculate in markets such as Forex, lose their total money.
In other markets such as stock exchanges, where stocks, futures markets or commodities
interact, the percentage of profits is often below of what an investor expects.
The relatively new market for crypto-currencies does not escape this problem either, since
the volatility that it handles, together with the stagnation of prices over time, means that
an investor / speculator does not obtain the desired performance in the term proposed.
Traders always operate in search of profits; however, the market is unpredictable.
On the Internet you can see hundreds of automated programs that are free or tariff,
where a person can acquire them and copy the operations that a trader or an automated
system is dictating, even so, there is no guarantee that they will yield benefits, and many
of them, fail.
These systems mostly operate under mathematical expressions, leaving aside the analysis
of the psychological context of the markets.

a.2) Not achieving the expected performance
It is very common to see thousands of investors who cannot get the expected return and
are trapped within the market in time, with no possibility of leaving it. Selling their assets
to exit or to face another strategy is to assume a loss that many of them are not willing to
take it up so easily.
This freezes the asset and lengthens the search for performance.
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b) Fatal attraction/Low training
Try to save yourself or become a millionaire in 24 hours
One of the reasons that leads to operate in financial markets, especially the most volatile,
is the attraction they generate, in which an investor before so much volatility thinks he
can hit all the movements and become a millionaire in a few days.
Nothing is further from reality. The constant bombardment in marketing, showing
successful traders that generate astronomical quantities of money, suggests that trading is
easy and that by entering USD 100 you can get thousands in a matter of minutes.
This generates a big problem for investors, especially the new ones, since many of them,
enter to operate without being fully trained and go in search of that salvation. Even being
trained, the markets are so volatile that an investor cannot operate with rigidity
mathematics; it must have the capacity and speed to face changes.
Today anyone can be trained to learn about technical analysis and fundamental analysis,
but not everyone can be trained to learn about context, volatility and market psychology,
since their interpretation is different from something exact, as is mathematics applied to
the balance sheets of a company or an indicator pattern in historical quotes.
Training and risk aversion, play an extremely important role when it comes to putting
together a personal strategy. Context analysis goes hand in hand with the knowledge of
relevant news and risk support that a person can support.

c) Loss of motivation
Mental block
Most investors / speculators and traders have gone through this problem, the mental
block, which is generally produced when one, or more assets do not go in the direction
that was expected.
The assets are stagnant and given the impossibility of disarming, since disarming the
operation would result in a loss of performance. When this is frozen longer of the time
expected, leaves the operator without acting and often producing a mental block where
the operator does not know what choice to take to continue within the market.
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This blockade also leads to the loss of motivation and influences in the subsequent
decisions of how to re-organize the investment portfolio and not fall back into the same
situation.

d) Market Gambling
Another risk associated with the loss in trading is the market gambling, this is when an
operator performs operations at any time without being able to detach from the
operating platform.
This type of behavior (where many times the trader does not know that he suffers) ends
up being malignant, since it forces operations to activate, often without meaning.
Going from euphoria to panic according to the situation we are going through, is
something that all human beings have in common, but in trading this produces irritation
and leads to bad trades.
Nowadays, is very common to see stock market gambling. Having access to markets 24
hours a day almost every day, plus the advantage of using platforms where you work with
leverage, makes that anyone can buy financial assets at any time.

e) Financial leverage
The different levels of leverage offered by currency brokers and to those who do not know
how to use them frequently play more against than in favor.
Leveraging goes hand in hand with marketing advertising to get easy and fast money and
this is being a problem for those who take it without knowing the real risks. Very few
assume that, in addition to analysis, patterns and systems, they should also be trained in
risk control and management, and they calculate analysis variables without this
knowledge.
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Solutions
a) Solution to the main problem: Loss of money
Ozartrade has created a monetary management system with risk reduction, bringing it to
zero.
Through the use of Blockchain and the creation of the OZAR token to work within an
ecosystem, you can learn or copy operations through social / mirror / copy trade in search
of a positive performance.
In case of having negative performance, which is the problem of 90% of the operators, at
the end of the selected trading plan, Ozartrade, through a fund destined to solve lost, will
be guarantor and will act to cover the difference.
In this way, the investor who joins our trades will be covered and their initial portfolio will
not have any risk, eliminating in this way the greater risk that leads to losing money within
the financial markets.

b) Monetary Management / Training
Many people consider training as an expense and do not want to invest in it.
In Ozartrade we devised an innovative learning method, using DEMO platforms with
virtual money provided by market Brokers, students can learn by following all the
operations in real time and in case that at the end of the class period, they obtain virtual
gains, they can take the 20% of those profits generated by the virtual operation, in OZAR
token.
The teaching will be based on the personal Monetary Management, the context and
psychological analysis, in addition to the traditional technical and fundamental analysis.
The training will be in real time with open market, a videoconference system will be used
where the students can interact with the speaker and carry out all the queries that they
may have.
If the students, without paying a fee, learn and have the possibility of earning OZAR, we
eliminate that erroneous paradigm that many have when thinking that training is an
expense.
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c) Motivation
By operating under the social trading system, we banish the lack of motivation of rennet,
since our followers will reduce the risk to zero and in turn, for those who want it, they will
be able to obtain knowledge about different operations within the markets chosen for
that purpose. Both, students as investors, will have more than enough motivation to be
followers of our project.

d) Market gambling
We banish the market gambling for our followers, since the operations will not be high
frequency trading or aggressive scalping, nor will they be at any time, we will work on a
coherent and simple program, in search of a consistent performance.
When we know that there is a stock market gambling, we do not want to fall into it, that is
why we tell all our followers, beforehand, that we do not seek to be millionaires
overnight, that we will work in search of a coherent income with an accepted stop loss
and controlled, leaving aside the anxiety of being constantly operating.

e) Financial Leverage
Financial leverage involves a very large risk, the correct use of it, is of utmost importance,
although we lower the risk to zero, we do not want to make bad use of leverage and
having to use coverage. In markets, such as Forex, the trading system raised to operate
involves taking a very low percentage of the portfolio.
Within the same operations raised, we will seek to arm them, maintaining the percentage
in such a way that if it manages to manage a decrease in the portfolio, this is not greater
than -20%. In this way, the amount destined to the hedge fund will be following that
number as a guide for the assembly of it.
We do not have or create an infallible trading system that will win in all
operations, there is no such existent system.
We have created a risk management model, accepting both gains and losses
over time, which, together with the quantity and quality of operations, give
us the necessary support to manage in a solid manner a coverage that leads
us to reduce risk.
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Development
a) Development of the ecosystem
1. The user must acquire Token OZAR, in order to receive OZAR once the private ICO event
has ended as well as publish, he must open or have a wallet in the Waves platform, since
our Blockchain will be under the Waves chain.
Address to obtain a wallet: https://wavesplatform.com/
2. The acquired OZAR token only enables access to the ecosystem, does not grant benefits
or generate profits.
3. Access to the established plans is free, only the use of OZAR token as a means of
membership must be made by each member wishing to participate, so according to the
chosen plan you must send OZAR to our wallet in order to participate.
These token will serve as membership access and will be retained for the duration of the
chosen event, subsequently fully returned, at the end of it.
4. To carry out real money transactions through Social Trading, the investor must open
and fund his personal account with a Broker.
Ozartrade will provide a list of the alliances of the Brokers established for this purpose, for
the safety of the investors, these should be regulated and have licenses suitable for this
type of operations.
5. To carry out teaching operations in DEMO, Ozartrade will grant the students, the broker
and the selected platform. The students will be able to enter, or not, to the selected
broker and download the platform to follow the operations, this process it is free for each
one's decision.
6. For this teaching process we will work through live videoconference with interaction
between students and lecturer, operating within the Market in real time.
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7. The DEMO platform will work with virtual money, in case of obtaining virtual gains,
Ozartrade will deliver to all its participants 20% of the total generated profit.
Example: If you win 1,000 virtual USD, each student will take 200 USD in OZAR.
8. In the real operating processes through Social Trading, mirror trading, copy trading, will
be used as follows, according to results at the end:

a) Positive result:
If the strategy results in profit, the investor must pay 20% of the profit (surplus) as a
commission percentage and may choose to do so through the Fiat currency broker or
through OZAR, BTC, ETH or WAVE crypto-currencies.

b) Negative result:
In case the strategy has lost, Ozartrade will cover that loss, thus eliminating the risk to the
investor.
The investor can choose between which crypto-currencies accept the difference, being
BTC, ETH, WAVE and / or OZAR the proposals, leaving out the Fiat currency in the
coverage.

NOTE
Ozartrade will cover the phase shift only and because of
negative operations of the trades that are carried out
under the proposed plans, in no way and under no
circumstances will it cover losses due to a problem that
the broker may have in its system or in case of bankruptcy
due to financial problems.
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Real operative (hypothetical) example to 7 days BASIC PLAN:
1. John needs to have OZAR worth USD 500 at the time of choosing the 7-day plan.
2. At the time of choosing, he must have an account already funded with money in a
Broker that will be designated.
3. Once completed steps 1 and 2, John sends to the Ozartrade wallet the equivalent of
USD 500 in OZAR, the OZAR will be retained the next 7 days that the operation lasts, being
these from Sunday to Friday.
4. Once step 3 is completed, John's platform is linked within the Broker, with the central
operations platform, where each trade that takes place will be reflected in John's account,
starting the operation.
5. After 7 days, after the operations are complete, the USD 500 in OZAR is reimbursed to
John's wallet.
6. According to the final result two things can happen:

a) John won, in that case he must pay a 20% commission on what he earned.

Trading Operations

John´s account
USD 10.000

Final Income
USD 12.000

Wallet
Ozartrade

John sends USD 400 (20% of 2.000)
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a) John lost; in that case is sent to John's wallet the difference that arises between
the capital he had when he started the operations against the capital of the last
day.
(John chooses on which crypto-currency he wants to receive the difference,
between Wave, BTC, ETH or OZAR)
Trading Operations

John´s account
USD 10.000

Final Income
USD 8.000

John´s account
USD 10.000

Ozartrade sends USD 2.000 on BTC, ETH, Wave
or OZAR to John´s wallet.
For all cases of real operations the profit and loss methodology is similar, only changes the
duration of the days of operation and membership income to them, being:

Difference with operative Standard plan 30 days:
The entrance to plan 30 will be equivalent to USD 700 in OZAR token, full refund at the
end of the event. This is: the same commission model in case of winning and the same
coverage system in case of loss.

Difference with operative plan Medium 60 days:
Admission to plan 60 will be equivalent to USD 1,000 in OZAR token, full refund at the end
of the event. This is: the same commission model in case of winning and the same
coverage system in case of loss.
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Premium plan example:
This plan will be reconciled with the investor; the parties will choose the duration and a
minimum pre-agreed profitability.
Ozartrade, in case of not achieving the minimum pre-agreed profitability, must cover the
difference for it, using BTC, ETH, Wave or OZAR.
To apply for the Premium system, the investor must have a personal portfolio of no less
than USD 30,000 in the Broker that will be designated.
Each case will be taken in particular and the specific will be established in Smart Contract
to ensure transparency between the parties.
Model of a hypothetical Premium plan case:

Pre-agreement +10 %

John´s account
USD 30.000

Final Income
USD 38.000

Final Income
USD 31.000

Final Income
USD 28.000

John must pay
commission for 1.600
(20 % of earnings)
Ozartrade must cover
the difference for 2.000
(in favor 600 commission)
Covers 1.400

Ozartrade must cover
the difference for 5.000
(in favor 600 commission)
Covers 4.400
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The example above shows three cases that, hypothetically, can happen to John when he
operates under a Premium account.
1) Ends in 38,000: The account, to obtain profit over the pre-agreed amount, would
only pay a stable commission of 20% over the earned.
Gained: 8,000, commission 20% = 1,600
John must give crypto-coins or Fiat money for 1,600 to Ozartrade.
2) Ends at 31,000: The account, to have profit, but being below the pre-agreed
would pay commission for the pre-agreed, 20% on + 10% and Ozartrade must
cover the pre-agreed minus the commission of 20% over what is generated
Pre-agreed + 10% (3,000), commission over 3,000: 600.
3,000 - 600 = 1,400
Ozartrade must send crypto-currencies worth 1,400 to John's wallet.
3) Ends in 28,000: The account, ending with negative income, but having preagreed a minimum amount of profit of + 10%, Ozartrade will cover that difference
and John must pay commission for + 10% (3,000)
Negative amount: 5,000 - commission for the 3,000 pre-agreed (600)
5,000 - 600 = 4,400
Ozartrade must send 4,400 crypto-currencies to John's wallet.
It is highlighted that in the PREMIUM plan the investor decides whether or not to
have a pre-agreed percentage, as well as the duration in days of that plan.
The symbolic value of the membership in OZAR, which will later be returned fully
in OZAR, will be announced by Ozartrade when it has customer data such as:
o Whether or not it requires a pre-agreed percentage
o How much will the percentage be
o Duration of the operations
o Initial amount of the portfolio
Smart Contract is created with all the relevant specifications of the agreement.
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Operating Demo example:
In the Demo operation we will give teaching courses, with the added value of, in case of
obtaining profits, even if they are virtual, Ozartrade will give each participant 20% of the
earned in OZAR token.
Under this system, students, without paying any kind of fee, can obtain an income.
Right of Membership of income; OZAR token for the equivalent of USD 1,500 at the time
of registration, same value will be returned in OZAR at the end of the teaching course.
1. John requires OZAR value of USD 1,500 at the time of choosing the DEMO plan.
2. He must open or have a DEMO account in a Broker that will be designated.
3. Once steps 1 and 2 are completed, John sends to the Ozartrade wallet, the equivalent
of USD 1,500 in OZAR, the OZAR will be retained for the duration of the teaching plan.
4. At the end of the teaching event, the USD 1,500 in OZAR token will be reimbursed to
John's wallet.
5. According to the final result, it could happen:
In the hypothetical case that the operations have given profit, even though all the
operations have been done with virtual money, Ozartrade will give the students 20% of
that profit to each one in OZAR token and both John and his colleagues can take 20% of
that profit.
Example: DEMO account
Home 10,000 virtual USD
Ends with 12,000 virtual USD
Win 2,000 virtual USD

John earns USD 400 in real OZAR

"The Company is evaluating, for the future, to establish tariff in operative teaching
Demo, even without defining date or cost"
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Throughout the first stage of: Private Sale, Pre-ICO and ICO, the OZAR token purchasers
will be offered, for those who wish to enter, a DEMO class and a Real operating plan.
That will be designated, within the term that this events last, without having to give
OZAR, since you will be able to access with the mere fact of acquiring OZAR in the
described events.
After the period of Private Sale, Pre-ICO and ICO, and once all the tokens acquired by
Ozartrade have been delivered to their acquirers, each person must give the established
amount according to the plan they have chosen, to be able to participate in each of them.

b) Modelo de Negocio para la compañía

Ozartrade divides its business in two:

On one hand, it is creating alliances with different brokers and financial companies where,
through exchange and operability, it will obtain resources to solve and sustain the
proposed economic model.
On the other hand, it will carry out its own financial transactions, seeking profitability, and
thus, not only sustain but also, give value to the project.
All the financial operations carried out by Ozartrade will be audited, detailed and
displayed by our followers; they will be published as monthly, quarterly and annual
reports in all the official Ozartrade media.
A portion of the revenue raised to maintain and increase the volume of Ozartrade finances
over time, in addition to its own financial operations, will come from the commissions
generated by: the profit from accounts, the commissions generated by operation within
the Broker where it works, plus other income through advertising and partnerships with
companies.
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c)

Development of Financial Management

Our monetary management foresees to look for coherent yields, having a goal of annual
rank between 12% / 30% of profitability.
We will work with four different systems:
1) Trade 7: Operations to 7 days
2) Trade 30: Operations to 30 days
3) Trade 60: Operations to 60 days
4) Trade Personal: Concerted operations with the investor
At first stage, it will operate within the currency market, being later the incorporation of
other markets such as Stock Exchange and Crypto-currency Market.
We know that there is no trading system that always generates profits; we know that
markets are unpredictable; therefore, management is not based on a trading system, but
on the management of risk between profit and loss.
In any business, whatever it is, the losses must be calculated and trading cannot be the
exception, calculating losses gives a margin of maneuver to be able to build recovery
strategies and thus sustain the business over time.
Ozartrade will work with a pattern between losses and gains, being that the pattern is
variable and it is being assembled through time, this must adapt to how the series and the
final results are put together each year, in each case, our followers they will not have risk
since the armed management of coverage is where they work internally and Ozartrade
will not offer any trading plan without first having a defined coverage fund for such plan.
Example of series patterns that can be developed:
3 and 1, 3 and 2, 3 and 3 ... series
Where 3 operations are good, one is bad; where 3 operations are good, two are bad;
where three operations are good, three are bad, and variables that follow.
1 and 3, 2 and 3, 3 and 3 ... series
Where 1 operation is good, three are bad; where two operations are good, and three are
bad; where 3 operations are bad, three are good, and variables follow.
These series serve to build the following strategies as a risk to take in order to obtain
profitability that balances all the fund management within the project and the ecosystem.
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Hedge fund:
To work and be able to offer the established plans, the figure "Coverage Fund" is created,
where each fund acts as a guarantor against possible losses, if there are any.
Ozartrade proposes to work with an accepted loss of -20% and for this; funds will be
created so that, mathematically, cannot be offered to more than a certain number of
participants with a certain limit in their accounts.
Hypothetical example:
To enable a plan, whatever it may be, being Plan 7, Plan 30, or Plan 60, a hedge fund of
USD 200,000 is created in crypto-actives, being those chosen among BTC, ETH, WAVES or
OZAR.
With a fund that represents USD 200,000, a plan can be offered where the total amount
to be operated by its investors does not exceed USD 1,000,000, since the fund will be
covering -20%, in this way we will work under clear rules providing security and the best
opportunities for all the participants that join us in our financial project.
Likewise, the trading strategies within the market will not be exposed outside of -20%,
maintaining control over the risk assumed.

D) Future development
Ozartrade proposes a more ambitious development over time, within the field of finances
will seek the achievement of important milestones.
We do not want to be alone with our operations, but we will go out to evaluate the best
trades and the best systems of the market that are adapted to our risk management,
giving the opportunity, without being within our ecosystem, to offer us as guarantors of
external operators in different markets.
We also plan to make available, from the first day, the financial and regulatory entities to
control and audit us in the future to raise our status and be a market broker, for this we
evaluate issuing value tokens, as subsequently make a public tender offer and go public
with the stock exchange.
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Roadmap
Summary
(Origin - Improvement - Expansion - Eternity)

Origin
Origin is the current phase of Ozartrade, with an estimated end date of March 31, 2019,
where the total phase of its ICO would be completed, with several functionalities of the
development plan already in operation.
The objectives within this first phase are:
1. Worldwide Diffusion of Ozartrade
2. Strategic alliances with companies and Brokers inside and outside the Blockchain
network
3. Date of the Ozartrade ICO
4. Inscription within the Argentine Republic (RA), according to law 21,526 (Financial
entities)
5. Inform steps to the National Securities Commission of the RA
6. Begin dictation of courses and trades within the Forex Market.
7. Presentation of the financial plan for the next three years
Milestones to look for:
• Launch of comprehensive economic plan using OZAR token

Improvement
The Improvement phase begins after the Origin stage, estimated dates March 31, 2019 /
through December 31, 2019, duration 9 months, and leads to meet goals established in
the road map, beyond the collection.
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The main objective is to generate financial stability, self-financing through participation in
the chain of loans and direct loans within the Blockchain community, be guarantors
between peers and the creation of financial strategies in crypto currencies as well as in fiat
currency.
The steps are:
1. Stabilize strategies to add operations in other markets
2. Empower the benefits that will be granted
3. Make simple financial strategies
4. Increase the value of the company
5. Renew the company image
6. Partnerships with sponsors to support our management
7. Organize marketing diffusion
Milestones to look for:
• Alliance with US Brokers
• Alliance with crypto currency brokers

Expansion
This phase is stipulated in estimated dates, from January 1, 2020 / until December 31,
2020, duration 12 months.
Within this phase we will work on identifying the best automated technology
development in trading systems, for this we will concentrate on analyzing the different
and better results within the trades exhibited offer, to later offer their creators, our
coverage system based on closed economic ecosystem.
The steps are:
1. Maintain and increase self-financing
2. Analysis of the best market operating systems
3. High frequency trading testing
4. Study of launch of coverage plan in trades outside the ecosystem
Milestones to look for:
• Launch of coverage in personal trading accounts outside of Ozartrade
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Eternity
This phase is stipulated approximately from January 1, 2021 onwards, without a cut-off
date.
For this stage the company will begin to look for new challenges, seek to consolidate its
position within the financial world by empowering its brand and its operating style, it has
foreseen to launch a value Token, in search of raising money, with the possible goals of
power Quote on the Stock Exchange, and be a market broker.
The steps to look for are:
1. Creation of a new Token
2. Expansion of the work team
3. Reorganization of the company
4. Creation and presentation to be a global broker
5. Creation of a department in search of a new business challenge
6. Registration procedures to present a public tender offer in the Stock Market
Milestones to Search:
• Launch offer ICO publishes value token
• Be a market broker
• Carry out a public tender offer
• Quote in a stock market
• Obtain benefits over time through dividends

Knowing that there are various other reasons that may interfere with the proposed
path, Ozartrade undertakes to do its best to comply with the proposal in its roadmap,
and reserves the right to modify, expand or subtract any milestone of the
aforementioned, from so happen, will be notified in the official channels of Ozartrade.
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Legalities
Legal governance and compliance
Ozartrade is investing in the pursuit of legal experience and compliance to ensure we
respect the new regulations in the ¨Initial Coins Offer¨ in the ICO stage.
According to the professional opinion of our legal advisors (Howey test), our OZAR token
should not be considered as securities and do not need to be registered as securities.
Ozartrade focuses on the legislative regulation of ICO, digital tokens and crypto-currency
operations to provide our users and taxpayers with safe and reliable solutions for
crowdfunding.
We understand that our teaching project on market operations is extraterritorial,
although in some countries it may be necessary to register to do so, our legal team will be
responsible for verifying each case in particular as it is presented.
Regarding the operations considered Social Trade, where the copy trade or mirror trade is
carried out; before certain organisms, like the European one, the copy trade is considering
Financial Advice and the Mirror Trade is considered heritage management.
In order to offer and carry out these operations, Ozartrade is creating alliances with
authorized, regulated Brokers, and with licenses that are able to carry out this type of
operations.
In case of discrepancies, especially territorial, we put ourselves at the complete disposal of
the authorities that require it, providing all the documents that they request.
We know that Blockchain, digital token, offers and armed startups under ICOs offers in
crypto-currencies are relatively new issues for many states and there is not yet a
regulatory law that covers the whole set that is needed.
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The regulatory status of OZAR and the distributed accounting technology is not clear or is
not resolved in many jurisdictions. It is difficult to predict how or if the regulatory agencies
can apply the existing regulation with respect to such technology and its applications. It is
also difficult to predict how or if the legislatures or regulatory agencies can implement
changes to the law and future regulations, or for the duration of the Ozartrade sale offer.
The future regulatory measures could have a negative impact on OZAR in different ways,
having a hypothetical case of: it could be determined that through the purchase, sale and
delivery of OZAR it could constitute an illicit activity or that OZAR is a regulated instrument
that requires registration or licensing of those instruments or some or all of the parties
involved in the purchase, sale and delivery. The Company may suspend operations in a
jurisdiction in the event that regulatory actions, or changes to laws or regulations, make it
illegal to operate in said jurisdiction, or commercially undesirable to obtain the necessary
regulatory approval to operate in said jurisdiction.
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OZAR TOKEN
Characteristics:
Symbol:
Type:
Total emission:
Blockchain:
To the public:
Reservation:
Value:
Accepted currencies:
Restriction:

OZAR
Private Sale: 100.000.000
Utility
Pre-ICO:
50.000.000
500.000.000
Public ICO:
200.000.000
Waves
350.000.000 (70 %)
150.000.000 (30 %)
USD 0, 30
WAVES – BTC – ETH – LTC – ZEC – BCH
USA – China (other countries in verification)

Income Distribution
Token HEOM
10%

10%
65 % Developing
5 % Marketing
10%

10 % Legalities
65%

5%

10 % Contingency Plan
10% Team
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Final Note
OZAR is not only a token to realize an ICO; it has been created to have movement within
the ecosystem Ozartrade. In addition, once delivered to the taxpayers, listed in diverse
exchanges in offer and demand of the operators (being the first exchange ¨Waves DAX¨) it
will operate later in others, since we are in the process of listing OZAR in different
exchanges.
We know what it means to have an asset listed.
Ozartrade has created a movement management of OZAR, giving it a real demand, where
any follower who wants to join the project will get the chance to learn, as well as listing
his/her personal account under the proposed trading operation.
Launching and supplying OZAR, we seek for balance between inflation, circulation, speed
and oxidation of the token.
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Ozartrade Solvent Team
Adrián N. Merlo – Ceo & Funder: Broad experience in
Financial Markets, business analysis, strategies,
management control, education and financial diffusion.
Responsible for Ozartrade, in charge of monitoring the
entire company, and its financial management.
Gabriel Chavanne – Executive Manager Entrepreneur,
Program Developer: Broad experience in management
control, personnel management and Marketing.
Communication Supervisor.

Esteban Russo – Head Marketing Department: Experience
in Marketing, commercialization and management
Responsible for Marketing, communication, alliances and
commercial management with suppliers.

Federico Wullf – Head of Logistics: Experience in logistics
(different areas), personnel management and risk analysis.
Responsible for management and strategy analysis, internal
financial risk auditor, legal management of Ozartrade.

Michelle Sartorio – Community Manager Experience in
social communication and psychology. Responsible for the
communication area of the company, management of
business alliances with suppliers and internal
administration.

We also have external consultants hired in legal services, translations, and investigations.
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